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Assault Systems®, established in 1979, was the first company ever 
to produce holsters and weapons cases from nylon. Assault Systems 
developed a legacy of standards in manufacturing and product quality that 
are unmatched.

Today, Elite Survival Systems® honors that heritage by standing by the 
famous lifetime guarantee and continuing to produce many of its products 
in the USA.

Elite Survival Systems® has become known as a manufacturer of some of 
the most inventive, highest quality, and best respected nylon lines in the 
shooting industry.

Your genuine Elite Survival Systems® gear never quits — guaranteed. 
Real hardware requires real kit. So what are you waiting for?

Don’t just SURVIVE... THRIVE....

All content © Elite Survival Systems 2018 - All rights reserved.
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The Elite Survival Systems Belt-Clip Holster is a versatile and durable 
concealment solution for IWB (inside-the-waistband) carry. Its multi-layer, 
quilted nylon construction is exceptionally tough, lightweight, and low-
profile. The removable clip and ambidextrous design allow you to use both 
strong-side and cross-draw styles regardless of hand orientation. Plus, 
our Belt-Clip Holsters are available in a wide range of sizes to fit nearly any 
handgun, making it one of our most popular concealment items.

 * Constructed of outstandingly durable layered and quilted ballistic nylon 
with reinforced seams

 * Inside the waistband (IWB) carry for utmost concealment
 * Sturdy spring-steel clip fits belts up to 2.25”
 * Ambidextrous, multiple carry-style design
 * Includes a reversible, removable thumb-break snap retention strap
 * Reinforced holster mouth to ease re-holstering
 * Available in 18 sizes to fit most popular pistols and revolvers, see 
holster selection guide page 74

IWB Belt-Clip Holster
BCH

$29.95

 * HOLSTERS
AMBIDEXTROUS
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The ADVANCE™ series was ergonomically designed to fit close to the 
body, maximizing concealment and comfort. ADVANCE™ concealment 
holsters are available in multiple carry styles and sizes to fit most 
handguns.

 * Constructed of lightweight, durable ballistic nylon and heavy-duty 
hardware mounted on genuine leather base panel

 * PowerBand™ adjustable draw tension system
 * SightStrip™ protective channel
 * Adjustable thumb-break retention straps
 * Truncated muzzle design for the slimmest possible profile
 * Proudly made in the USA
 * Injection molded, spring action thumb-break retention strap for a 
quicker draw and easy  re-holstering.

ADVANCE Series Concealment Holsters

A reliable holster for strong-side carry.

 * Slides easily onto belt and stays in place
 * Fits belts up to 1.75”

ADVANCE Belt Slide Holster
ABSH

$54.95

A popular solution for small-of-the-back carry.

 * Carries gun grip-up in the small of the back
 * Ergonomic alignment utilizes gross motor skills to ease weapon draw in 
tense situations

 * Slides easily on belt and stays in place
 * Fits belts up to 1.75”

ADVANCE Back Holster
ASBH

$54.95

Strong-side carry with quick on / off functionality.

 * Paddle slips inside waistband providing stable platform for weapon draw
 * Holster can be repositioned or  removed without removing belt
 * Ergonomic molded paddle has dual stabilizer prongs for added security

ADVANCE Contour Paddle Holster
CPHS

$59.95

This quick-and-easy concealment holster provides fast access to your 
weapon and stays firmly in place as you draw.

 * Non-slip outer shell helps keep holster in place
 * Obscures weapon shape to minimize printing
 * Internal foam padding and soft nylon inner lining for added weapon 
protection

 * Ambidextrous, symmetrical design
 * Available in multiple sizes to accommodate guns with o without laser 
attachments

 * Proudly made in the USA
 * See holster selection guide page 74

A great companion to the Pocket Holster.

 * Non-slip outer shell keeps mag pouch in place
 * Internal foam padding and soft nylon inner lining for added protection
 * Fits single stack .380 and 9mm magazines

The MAINSTAY™ provides immediate access to your firearm and 
allows for multiple styles of carry. The silicone-coated outer shell offers 
unbeatable slip resistance - keeping the holster firmly in place as you 
draw. The holster is ambidextrous and is offered in a variety of sizes to fit 
popular handguns.

 * Clipless IWB carry
 * Nonslip fabric with silicone outer layer will not flake or peel
 * Proudly made in the USA
 * Available in sizes to fit most handguns, visit us online for sizing

 * Nonslip silicone coated outer layer keeps pouch from shifting
 * Fits single stack and double stack pistol magazines

Pocket Holster

MAINSTAY™ Clipless IWB/Pocket Holster

MAINSTAY™ Nonslip Pocket Mag Pouch

Pocket Magazine Protector

PH

7130

7131

7130CK

PMP

PHCK

$15.95

$9.95

$22.95

$34.95

$24.95

$13.95

AMBIDEXTROUS

AMBIDEXTROUS

Nonslip fabric with silicone layer 
prevents shifting and will not 
flake or peel

Get a Grip

LEFT OR RIGHT 
HANDED

LEFT OR RIGHT 
HANDED

LEFT OR RIGHT 
HANDED

COMBO KIT HOLSTER + MAG POUCH

COMBO KIT HOLSTER + MAG POUCH
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The durable, lightweight materials and low-profile design of the Deep 
Cover Ultra gives you the edge you need in handgun concealment. Its 
ambidextrous design and high quality construction make it a practical item 
for any outside-the-waistband carry enthusiast.

 * Ultra-slim design for maximum concealment
 * Lightweight, moisture-resistant materials
 * Padded ballistic nylon construction with a soft nylon lining
 * Ambidextrous design for right or left hand draw
 * Adjustable & reversible injection molded thumb-break retention strap
 * Fits belts up to 1.75” wide
 * Available in several sizes to fit a wide variety of handguns, see holster 
selection guide page 74

 * Available in Black

Deep Cover Ultra
7101

$24.95

This belly-band style holster provides the excellent concealment of IWB 
carry in a comfortable, supportive platform.

 * Constructed of orthopedic ergonomic elastic (latex-free)
 * Strong-side and cross-draw sections
 * Ambidextrous design flips inside out to accommodate right and left 
handed draw

 * Fits small to large frame autos and small to medium frame revolvers
 * Three rear compartments to hold magazines and other accessories
 * Available in four sizes of Black or Beige

Core Defender Holster
CDH

$29.95

SMALL 28” - 32”
MEDIUM 33” - 36”
LARGE 37” - 40”
X-LARGE 41” - 45”

Elite Survival Systems Ankle Holsters provide a comfortable, stable 
concealment platform that can be quickly modified to accommodate 
changes in daily carry. All ankle holster inserts are modular, allowing 
you to carry a wide range of handguns with a single system. For heavier 
weapons, a stabilizing calf-strap can be equipped.

 * Heavy-duty elastic band with soft shearling backing
 * Holster inserts are removable, interchangeable, ambidextrous, and can 
be adjusted for height and angle.

 * Holster secures to ankle platform via velcro and elastic band
 * Adjustable snap thumb-break retention strap
 * Elastic band has two sleeves that hold magazines, knife, etc.
 * Equip Calf-Support Strap for added stability (recommended for heavier 
weapons)

 * Available in Black
 * Available in six sizes, see holster selection guide page 74

The Hide-Away Security Wallet keeps your possessions safe and secure 
during travel and sports a holster to carry a lightweight micro-pistol.

 * Built-in elastic holster with adjustable velcro retention strap
 * Easily concealable and discreet, designed to be worn on the ankle
 * Constructed of durable pack-cloth nylon with double stitched and bound 
edges

 * Eleven compartments: two zippered, three velcro, one passport, four 
easy-access card pockets, and one holster

Ankle Holster

Hide-Away Security Wallet with Holster

AAHS/AAHSLS

HSWH

STANDARD

W/ CALF SUPPORT STRAP

$14.95 MODULAR HOLSTER INSERT ONLY

$6.95 CALF SUPPORT STRAP ONLY

$40.95

$46.95

$29.95

AMBIDEXTROUS

AMBIDEXTROUS

AMBIDEXTROUS

AMBIDEXTROUS
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This lightweight, breathable hip holster is an extremely durable, cost-
effective solution for full coverage, strong-side carry and is especially 
popular for large revolvers.

 * Dura-Tek™ padded ballistic nylon body
 * Fits belts up to 2.25” wide
 * Adjustable snap thumb-break retention strap
 * SightStrip™ protective channel
 * Sizes available to fit most pistols and revolvers
 * Available in Black 
 * Injection molded snap tab with molded belt slot panel, fits belts up to 
1.75” in slots or up to 2.25” behind panel

 * See holster selection guide page 74

Dura-Tek™ Hip Holster
DTBH

$32.95

The CR Secure provides superior retention while maintaining quick 
access to your weapon. The holster features a patented locking system 
with release lever, minimizing the possibility of unauthorized access. 
Ergonomic design allows for an immediate, safe, and natural draw, and 
the holster’s modular construction allows for multiple attachment and 
fitting options. The holster body and mount system are made from durable 
injection-molded, glass-filled nylon, ensuring a long, reliable service life.

 * High durability materials and construction
 * Patented lever release auto-locking retention mechanism
 * Available with belt mount or drop-leg attachment
 * Sizing information available online
 * Available in Black and Coyote Tan

CR Secure Auto-Locking Retention Holster

$89.95

CRS

BELT MOUNT DROP-LEG

The M/ASH system is completely modular. All M/ASH holsters, 
components, and accessories are ambidextrous and interchangeable, 
making it an ideal system for multiple gun ownership. This system can 
be modified quickly and easily for changes in daily carry. Holsters are 
available in horizontal or vertical draw styles.

 * Lightweight, durable ballistic nylon holster
 * Reversible snap thumb-break strap
 * PowerBand™ adjustable draw tension system
 * SightStrip™ protective channel in holster
 * Holster sizes to fit most popular handguns
 * Quick-release buckles for fast accessory changes
 * Adjustable harness with non-slip backing
 * Double-sided (A) or Single-sided (B) assembly
 * Available in Black
 * Now available to fit 2” J-frame revolvers (size 1)
 * See holster selection guide page 74

Double-sided harness includes holster, mag 
pouch, and belt tie downs.

Single-sided harness includes holster and belt 
tie downs.

Modular Ambidextrous Shoulder Holster
M/ASH

M/ASH A

M/ASH B

W/ HORIZONTAL HOLSTER 

W/ HORIZONTAL HOLSTER 

W/ VERTICAL HOLSTER 

W/ VERTICAL HOLSTER 

$89.95

$69.95

$94.95

$74.95

The Combo Holster’s straight-forward design utilizes multiple attachment 
methods and affords additional magazine storage.

 * Padded 1000 denier nylon construction
 * Spare magazine pouch on holster with velcro closure
 * Can be clipped to waistband OR mounted on belt
 * Adjustable snap thumb-break retention strap
 * Available in 4 sizes in Right or Left hand orientation
 * Available in Black

Combo Holster
ECHB

$34.95

All Web Mag Pouches are 
compatible with the Modular 
Ambidextrous Should Holster 
system.
(See page 38)

Accessorize

AMBIDEXTROUS

LEFT OR RIGHT 
HANDED

LEFT OR RIGHT 
HANDED

LEFT OR RIGHT 
HANDED
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Fitted for Taser X26. Available in belt-mounted, drop-leg thigh harness, 
and MOLLE compatible platforms.

 * Structured body prevents holster collapse, allows for easy  re-holstering
 * Internal foam layers provide added weapon protection
 * Snap thumb-break retention strap with velcro over-strap
 * Two cartridge pouches on front with adjustable lids
 * Belt-mount holster (7500) fits belts up to 2.25” wide
 * Thigh holster (7515) has two removable / adjustable thigh straps and an 
adjustable belt keeper strap with quick-release buckles 

 * MOLLE holster (ME501) attaches to any MOLLE or PALS webbing
 * Available in Black

This tanker-style shoulder holster accommodates large autos and 
revolvers and is a must have for those who prefer vertical carry.

 * Durable, multi-layer ballistic nylon body
 * Vertical cross-draw holster worn across the chest
 * Adjustable shoulder strap
 * Velcro retention strap
 * Belt strap secures bottom of holster
 * Available in Black
 * Available in four sizes, see holster selection guide page 74

Designed to fit large, scoped revolvers this holster is essential for hunters 
and sportsmen.

 * Durable, multi-layer ballistic nylon body
 * Vertical cross-draw holster worn across the chest
 * Shoulder strap and waist strap with quick-release buckles
 * Accessory pocket on front with velcro flap
 * Available in Black

Taser Holsters

Military Shoulder Holster

Hunting Shoulder Holster

7500 | 7515 | ME501

HN45

HMS

7500 - BELT MOUNTED

7515 - DROP-LEG HARNESS

ME501 - MOLLE COMPATIBLE

$59.95

$49.95

$74.95

$69.95

$59.95

This versatile drop-leg system allows you to carry your sidearm while 
keeping your belt clear for other mission-specific gear. The Tactical Thigh 
Holster also offers a wide range of adjustment and is available in sizes to 
fit most pistols with or without tac-light / laser attachments.

 * 1000 denier nylon body with heavy-duty hardware
 * Structured holster body prevents collapse, allows for easy re-holstering
 * Internal foam layers provide added weapon protection
 * Two adjustable / removable leg straps with non-slip backing and quick-
release buckles

 * Adjustable belt drop attachment strap with quick-release buckle
 * Adjustable snap thumb-break retention strap with velcro over-strap
 * Removable quick-release security strap
 * Adjustable mag pouch on holster with velcro lid
 * Available in Black and Coyote Tan
 * See holster selection guide page 74

The belt-mounted version of our tactical holster provides reliable strong-
side carry and adjusts to fit most handguns with or without tac-light / laser 
attachments.

 * 1000 denier nylon body with heavy-duty hardware
 * Structured holster body prevents collapse, allows for easy re-holstering
 * Internal foam layers provide added weapon protection
 * Dual belt loops fit belts up to 1.75” or up to 2.25” wide
 * Adjustable snap thumb-break retention strap with velcro over-strap
 * Removable quick-release security strap
 * Adjustable mag pouch on holster with velcro lid
 * Available in Black and Coyote Tan
 * See holster selection guide page 74

This MOLLE compatible holster attaches to modular vests, packs and 
plates and adjusts to fit most handguns with or without tac-light / laser 
attachments.

 * Attaches to any MOLLE compatible system
 * Available in Black and Coyote Tan

Tactical Thigh Holster

Tactical Belt Holster

Tactical MOLLE Holster

7670 SERIES

7680

7690

$59.95

$59.95

LEFT OR RIGHT 
HANDED

LEFT OR RIGHT 
HANDED

LEFT OR RIGHT 
HANDED

LEFT OR RIGHT 
HANDED

LEFT OR RIGHT 
HANDED

LEFT OR RIGHT 
HANDED7670 / 71 / 72 - STANDARD

7676 / 77 / 78 - LIGHT & LASER ATTACHMENTS

$69.95

$69.95
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 * CONCEALMENT BAGS & PACKS

This versatile concealment pack can be worn on a belt, carried on the 
back, or slung over the shoulder, providing either strong-side or cross-
draw style carry, and has room for plenty of accessories.

 * Heavy-duty nylon construction
 * Carry handle on top
 * Heavy-duty zippers with quiet easy-pull tabs
 * Vertical water-proof zipper on front
 * Omni-carry belt panel allows for vertical or horizontal carry , or use with 
MOLLE compatible equipment

 * Velcro mounted adjustable holster and magazine pouch are concealed 
in main compartment

 * Accessory compartment with divided pouch and elastic slots for 
organization

 * Zippered accessory pocket on front
 * Adjustable shoulder strap included
 * Fits up to full-size autos 

Avenger GunPack
8025

9” x 7” x 3”$59.95

AMBIDEXTROUS

The Omni-Carry back panel let's 
you attach this pack to any belt 
or MOLLE compatible platform 
horizontally or vertically!

Omni-Carry

Weight: 9 oz
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This versatile concealment + hydration belt is the first of its kind, and 
pulls double-duty as a runner’s belt and concealment pack.

 * Constructed of Ballistic nylon and water-resistant neoprene
 * Available in two sizes, includes adjustable interior holster

 * Small pack fits most pocket pistols, including the Glock 42 and 
smaller firearms

 * Large pack fits most compact pistols, including the Glock 19, S&W 
Shield, and Walther PPS, and similar firearms

 * Adjustable velcro holster keeps firearm in place
 * Front zippered compartment fits most smart phones and has a soft 
divider to protect phone from other contents as well as a wire routing 
port for ear buds

 * Fully-adjustable belt fits most waist sizes, includes quick-release buckle
 * Dual water bottles, each with 7 oz. capacity
 * Non-slip backing keeps belt in place
 * Patented
 * Available in Black/Grey, Black/Blue, and Black/Neon Green
 * Weight: 12-13 oz

Marathon™ GunPack
8101 | 8101C

7” x 4.5” x 1”

8.5” x 5.5” x 1”

$59.95

$64.95

AMBIDEXTROUS

8101 - SMALL

8101C - LARGE

This lightweight pouch looks like a standard camera bag, yet provides a 
convenient, discreet concealment solution.

 * Constructed of lightweight nylon with heavy-duty zippers
 * Main compartment with divider keeps a subcompact sized or smaller 
firearm in position and separated from contents

 * Velcro-adjustable holster keeps firearm secure
 * Accessory pockets on both sides
 * Flat, zippered ID pocket inside
 * Belt loop fits belts up to 1.75”
 * Includes 1” adjustable shoulder strap
 * Available in Black
 * Weight: 7 oz

Photo Ops GunPack
8102

5.5“ x 5.5 x 3”$34.95 AMBIDEXTROUS

Designed to be carried on a belt or attached to a MOLLE platform, the 
Liberty GunPack can be worn in a horizontal or vertical position and has 
dual rip-cords for instant access to your firearm from multiple positions.

 * Constructed of heavy-duty 1000 denier nylon
 * Main compartment conceals adjustable, removable holster and 
magazine loop

 * Large accessory compartment with mesh pocket for organization
 * Flat pocket on front provides quick access to contents
 * Phone pouch has an elastic band and velcro closure to fit most smart 
phones

 * Rip-cords in firearm compartment provide quick access to weapon
 * Fits most compact and sub-compact autos and small frame revolvers
 * Available in black, coyote tan, and wolf gray
 * Weight: 8 oz

Liberty™ GunPack
8001

7” x 5” x 2.25”$49.95 AMBIDEXTROUS

The Omni-Carry back panel let's you 
attach this pack to any belt or MOLLE 
compatible platform horizontally or 
vertically!

Omni-Carry
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The Gen 2 Tailgunner provides swift, straightforward access to our firearm, 
magazines, and accessories.

 * Constructed of durable 1000 denier nylon
 * Heavy-duty zippers with rip-cord design for fast deployment
 * Two ambidextrous holsters with thumb-break strap included
 * Internal elastic loops hold spare magazines
 * Two exterior zippered accessory pockets
 * Exterior nylon webbing loops for additional accessory attachment
 * Elastic cord holds gloves, hat, etc.
 * Adjustable waist strap with quick-release buckle
 * Available in Black and Navy Blue
 * Weight: 16 oz

Tailgunner Pack Gen 2
TG

10" x 6" x 2"$64.95

This large pack offers a concealment compartment, discreet ammo 
storage, and a modular primary compartment to organize your gear. Use 
the Crossroad to prep for a day hike, or keep it stocked with an emergency 
survival kit.

 * Constructed of ultra-tough 1000 denier nylon with heavy-duty zippers
 * Modular main compartment with removable divider, velcro lining, and 
elastic webbing for accessory placement and attachment

 * Exterior radio / water bottle pouch and pistol mag pouch
 * Discreet holster compartment conceals full size handgun
 * Concealed mag pouches in front compartment hold six .223 / .308 
magazines

 * Quick-detach velcro belt loops for added stability and fast deployment
 * Includes 2” comfort padded shoulder strap
 * Available in Black and Coyote Tan
 * Weight: 1.8 lbs

Crossroads - Discreet Escape Bag
8050

11” x 10” x 4”$89.95 AMBIDEXTROUS

AMBIDEXTROUS

This mid-size, multipurpose concealment pack is designed for maximum 
discretion and can be worn on belt or over the shoulder.

 * Constructed of heavy-duty 1000 denier nylon
 * Main compartment conceals adjustable, removable holster
 * Two exterior compartments with flap and zippered pocket
 * Dual velcro-wrap belt loops hold pack securely and allow quick attach/
detach without removing belt

 * Adjustable shoulder strap included
 * Fits compact and sub-compact autos and small frame revolvers
 * Available in Black and Olive Drab
 * Weight: 10 oz

Discreet Security Pack
8000

6.5” x 6.5” x 1.5”$49.95 AMBIDEXTROUS

This durable pouch is designed to emulate a mobile phone case and 
conceals micro pistols perfectly.

 * Constructed of heavy-duty 1000 denier nylon
 * Velcro closure with quick pull tab
 * Main compartment allows quick weapon access
 * Velcro secondary compartment provides added security
 * Flat zippered accessory pocket
 * Velcro-wrap belt loop allows for quick-detach functionality
 * Fits compact 22, 25, and .380 pistols like Ruger LCP and similar
 * Available in Black
 * Weight: 4.3 oz

Concealed Carry Pouch
8015

5.5” x 3.25” x 1.25”$36.95

AMBIDEXTROUS
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 * BACKPACKS

The Smokescreen™ emulates the look and feel of a civilian sling backpack 
and sports a hidden holster compartment that perfectly conceals virtually 
any handgun. Its adjustable TwinWing™ frame and pass-through holster 
compartment ensure a comfortable fit and ambidextrous functionality. 
The Smokescreen™ also offers all the utility and capacity of a commercial 
backpack. The Smokescreen™ allows you to carry all of your everyday 
accessories and peace of mind.

 * Light but durable nylon body
 * Pass-through holster compartment fits virtually any handgun, secures 
with snap retention zippers, measures 7.5" x 12"

 * TwinWing™ body design allows ambidextrous carry, stowed wing tucks 
out of sight

 * Spacious main compartment has room for a laptop, plus a separated 
hydration compartment with routing for the tube

 * Secondary compartment with admin panel for organization
 * Dual pockets on the front provide quick access to necessities
 * Mesh utility pouch and velcro loops on shoulder strap keep cellphone, 
headphones, pens, knives, and other gear

 * Vented, padded foam panels on back provide comfort and support 
 * Available in Black/Grey, Indigo/Brown, and Desert/Olive

SMOKESCREEN™ Gen II EDC Concealment Pack
7720

18” x 12” x 6”$139.95

AMBIDEXTROUS

Weight: 2.5 lbs
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Weight: 2.9 lbs20” x 12” x 8”$139.95

The unique design of the Guardian EDC Pack combines the versatility of a 
modular pack with the internal features of a daily carry pack, complete with 
a dedicated concealed carry compartment.

 * 1000 denier nylon construction
 * Heavy-duty zippers with covered zipper chain provide water resistance
 * Zippered document pocket on front with velcro panel for attaching patches
 * Low profile laser-cut MOLLE on front and sides
 * Zippered eyewear pocket on top with soft interior lining
 * Dual water bottle/accessory pockets on sides
 * Yoke system carry with vented mesh back panel and padded grab handle
 * Forward organizational pocket with dedicated tablet pocket, dual mesh 
zippered pockets, key hook, and several flat accessory compartments

 * Large main compartment with MOLLE attachments and mesh pocket
 * Separate, dedicated laptop compartment with soft nylon lining provides 
quick access to laptop

 * Zippered concealment compartment with internal holster can be 
accessed from either side of pack for ambidextrous carry

 * Fully padded on all sides and bottom
 * Available in Black, Coyote Tan, Indigo, and Trifecta

GUARDIAN™ Superior EDC Concealment
7722

19” x 12” x 7” Weight: 1.6 lbs$79.95

The ECHOTM is designed for everyday use or off-body concealed carry 
within an everyday budget.

 * Constructed of 600 denier poly
 * YKK zippers with covered zipper chain
 * Zippered eyewear pocket on front with soft interior lining
 * Dual water bottle pockets with draw string retention
 * Substantial backpack straps with closed cell foam padding and quick-
release buckles

 * Vented, padded back panel
 * Zippered admin pocket on front provides quick access to essentials
 * Roomy front compartment with MOLLE attachment points for securing pouches
 * Large main compartment with padded laptop divider
 * Zippered concealment compartment with internal holster can be 
accessed from both sides of pack

 * Padded bottom helps protect contents
 * Available in Black, Indigo, and TrifectaTM

ECHO™ EDC Backpack
7721

AMBIDEXTROUS

AMBIDEXTROUS
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This MOLLE compatible, 24-hour capacity backpack combines unique 
design and common-sense utility to create a feature-rich, superior quality 
pack without compromise to function or comfort.

 * Ultra-tough 1000 denier nylon construction
 * Heavy-duty zippers with covered zipper chain help prevent moisture 
seepage

 * Three large, padded primary compartments with compression straps, 
ample room and features for organization as needed

 * Front compartment with admin panel, key hook and zippered mesh 
pocket

 * Flat eye-wear pocket on front of pack is lined with soft fleece
 * Vented back panel is stiffened with internal, air-weight aluminum stay to 
provide consistent support, added stability, and reduce load strain

 * Adjustable, ergo-padded, s-shaped shoulder straps
 * Super-tough, low-profile laser cut MOLLE panel
 * Adjustable, removable, quick-release sternum support straps
 * Velcro loop panels for attaching patches
 * Two rearmost compartments accommodate 3L hydration reservoirs with 
simultaneous tube-routing system

 * Quick-release braided para-cord handle can provide almost six feet of 550 cord
 * Compression straps and drainage grommets
 * Available in Black and Coyote Tan

PULSE™ 24-Hour Backpack
7701

19” x 11” x 8”$159.95 Weight: 3.75 lbs

Weight: 4.375 lbs

With its inconspicuous sports-pack styling and robust construction, the 
Stealth Backpack was designed for discreet storage and transport of a 
rifle and accessories. The pack is ideally sized to conceal a broken-down 
or short-barreled rifle with plenty of room for mission-critical gear. The 
modular, adjustable tie-down system allows the operator to configure 
the rifle for quick access or secure storage, while the low profile pistol 
compartment provides rapid access to a handgun. A large accessory 
compartment  offers attachment options for velcro and/or MOLLE pouches 
and has ample room for magazines and accessories.

 * Lightweight nylon exterior provides a discreet, sports-pack style
 * 500 denier nylon inside for maximum durability
 * Main compartment is lined with velcro loop for complete customization
 * Adjustable tie-down system to secure weapon included
 * Quick-access handgun compartment
 * Padded sides and bottom protect firearms
 * Accessory compartment has both velcro and PALS webbing for adding 
pouches

 * Mesh pocket adds visibility for parts, etc.
 * Front compartment has admin panel for paperwork, ID, keys, etc.
 * S-shaped backpack straps, sternum strap, and molded carry handle
 * Heavy-duty #10 covered zippers with quiet easy-pull tabs
 * Removable waist strap with zippered pockets and quick-release buckle
 * Vented back panel with lumbar support
 * Adjustable compression straps
 * Bottle pocket on both sides
 * Available in Black/Grey, Wolf Grey/Orange, and Indigo/Grey
 * Patented

STEALTH™ Covert Operations Backpack
7725

25” x 12” x 9”$224.95
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This massive 3-day pack has two cavernous main compartments 
with plenty of internal partitions to keep and organize all of your gear. 
Numerous external pockets give you more than enough space for all of 
your smaller, quick-access items. And if that just isn’t enough, you can 
use the external MOLLE webbing to attach any compatible accessories 
directly to the pack. When you’re on the move, ergo-padding and load-
adjusting straps ensure you’ll never need to sacrifice comfort for capacity. 
So, go ahead. Load ‘er up. Because you know that our quality standards 
demand that the Mission Pack withstand whatever you can throw at it.

 * Ultra-tough 1000 denier nylon body, heavy-duty zippers and hardware
 * Laser-cut MOLLE slots for accessory pouch attachment
 * Hydration pouch with reinforced rubber port (reservoir optional*)
 * Large primary compartment w/ hydration sleeve and zipper flat pocket
 * Spacious secondary compartment with mesh zipper pocket, kangaroo 
pouch, key clip and velcro tie-down strap

 * Pass-through tuck pocket for jackets, etc.
 * External zipper document / map pockets
 * Compression straps for securing heavy loads or oversize gear
 * Built-in rain cover stows away in zipper pocket at base of pack
 * Vented, padded foam segments on back for comfort and support
 * Adjustable, ergonomic padded shoulder straps with d-rings for routing 
hydration system and gear

 * Adjustable, quick-release sternum support strap with emergency whistle
 * Removable waist straps with zipper side pockets.
 * Reinforced, non-slip molded carry handle, nylon drag handles at base
 * Available in Black, Olive Drab, and Coyote Tan

Mission Pack
7710

22” x 12” x 10”$179.95

W/ 3L HYDRATION RESERVOIR - $199.95

The unique new design of this pack allows you to equip it for high-volume, 
technical, or specific tasks requiring a place for everything. Whether 
organized for medical emergency, equipped for a day at the range, or 
stocked for a long-term trek, the massive capacity and versatility of the 
TENACITY-72 make it the platform for your mission loadout.

 * 1050 denier nylon construction with YKK zippers and heavy-duty hardware
 * Laser-cut MOLLE panel on the front and sides for attaching modular pouches
 * Compression straps with quick-release buckles keep your gear secure
 * Velcro loop panel for attaching patches
 * Eyewear pouch with soft lining
 * Admin pocket with organizational pockets on top for ease of access
 * Adjustable tie-down straps on bottom for carrying a sleeping bag, etc.
 * Substantial backpack straps with mesh lining and adjustable sternum 
strap

 * Padded, vented back panel with a heavy-duty stay platform for added 
support

 * Padded waist straps have a zippered pocket, MOLLE slots for attaching 
pouches, and can be tucked away when not required

 * Large, main compartment
 * Opens completely exposing contents of entire compartment for easy 
loading/unloading as well as maximum visibility

 * Dual wing flaps on inside of front flap are secured with compression 
straps and unfold to display contents of multiple accessory pockets

 * Seven zippered mesh pockets provide maximum organization and visibility
 * Two quick-access slide pockets
 * Three magazine/accessory pockets with Velcro closure hold one 
magazine each

 * Entire back and sides of compartment are lined with PALS webbing 
for attaching MOLLE pouches

 * Side pockets are specially shaped for ease of access, and contain an 
internal mesh pouch for added organization

 * Laptop/reservoir compartment can be accessed from the main 
compartment, or from the exterior back panel without disturbing 
contents in the main compartment, includes tube routing

TENACITY-72™ Three-Day Support 
Specialization Backpack

7735

22” x 12” x 9”$224.95 Weight: 5 lbs

Weight: 3.75 lbs
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Carry as a backpack, or attach to a pack or vest. Ideal for day hikes and 
long distance biking.

 * Durable 1000 denier nylon body, heavy-duty zippers and hardware
 * Adjustable shoulder straps can be stowed away when securing to a pack
 * Adjustable sternum support strap with quick-release buckle
 * 3L reservoir with insulated tube and bite valve
 * Closed cell foam padding protects and helps insulate reservoir
 * Velcro loop panel for ID patch attachment
 * Two drag handles
 * Vented mesh back panel
 * Available in Black and Coyote Tan

A simple drawstring style bag made with high-quality materials. Perfect for 
sporting gear and every day accessories.

 * Durable 400 denier nylon body
 * Heavy-duty 1/4" MFP drawstring cord
 * Reinforced seams
 * Screen printed logo
 * Contrast color back panel
 * Available in Coyote Tan and Olive Drab

Hydrabond™ 3L Hydration Reservoir Carrier

Elite Drawstring Cinch Pack

7712

EDCP

$84.95

$15.95

This rugged pack boasts 2800 cubic inches of capacity and tons of 
organization. Extra care was taken to design a back panel which provides 
maximum comfort and stability even when fully loaded.

 * 1050 denier nylon, pu coated
 * Heavy-duty YKK zippers with easy-pull tabs
 * Laser-cut MOLLE exterior for attaching additional pouches and 
accessories

 * Velcro loop panel for ID patch attachment
 * Includes 3L (100 oz) antimicrobial hydration reservoir with insulated 
tube and bite valve is conveniently accessed from rear of pack

 * D-rings on shoulder straps
 * Dual antenna ports at top
 * Includes removable MOLLE compatible pouches

 * Canteen pouch with quick-release buckle closure
 * Multi-purpose pouch with zipper closure

 * Large primary compartment with compression straps for securing 
equipment

 * Numerous internal pockets
 * Two large exterior compartments with drainage ports
 * Padded, raised mesh panels with center channel and additional lumbar 
padding on back provide comfort and increased air flow

 * Internal, removable aluminum stay helps support spine
 * Adjustable, ergonomic padded shoulder straps with D-ring attachments 
and adjustable sternum strap

 * Waist straps with zippered pockets and laser-cut MOLLE attachment 
points

 * Reinforced drag handles on top and sides

TALOS™ High Capacity Backpack
7737

21” x 13” x 10”$259.95 Weight: 5.15 lbs
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 * BELTS, CARRIERS, & POUCHES

This item is the first of its kind to include the D-Ring COBRA® Buckle, 
safety hardware that fuses AustriAlpin’s patented COBRA® quick-release 
system and a rescue D-ring! The buckle is rated at 4000 lbs (straight pull) 
and the D-ring is rated to 5000 lbs (straight pull), far exceeding ANSI 
Z359.1, CSA, EN, UIAA, and NFPA standards for fall protection.

 * 1.75” Mil-Spec type 13 webbing - 7000 lb tensile strength
 * D-Ring Cobra quick-release safety buckle by AustriAlpin 
 * Structured internal spine prevents twisting / binding, supports gear.
 * Full Rigger’s stick on D-ring side
 * Belt available in Black, Coyote, Olive Drab, and Multicam

The CO Shooter’s Belt is made from the toughest materials available, 
incorporating 1.5” nylon scuba webbing, a structured inner core, 
reinforced stitching, and featuring a COBRA® quick-release buckle by 
AustriAlpin. COBRA® buckles are the safest, most finely crafted, and 
strongest load bearing buckles on the market, making them a perfect 
addition to this hard-use gear belt. These high-quality materials, 
combined with unrivaled American craftsmanship, make the  CO Shooter’s 
Belt an ideal platform for any gear rig. Buckle up...

 * Ultra-tough, double-layered 1.5” nylon scuba webbing
 * Structured inner core prevents bunching / twisting and provides sturdy 
platform for holsters and accessory pouches

 * Velcro adjustable for the perfect fit
 * COBRA® quick-release buckle exceeds Mil-Spec guidelines for 
dust / sand / salt water and is made of aluminum alloy with solid brass 
and stainless steel internals

 * Available in four sizes in Black, Coyote Tan, and Wolf Gray

COBRA® Riggers Belt

CO Shooter’s Belt

CRB

CSB

$99.95

$109.95

$74.95

SMALL 26" - 31"
MEDIUM 32" - 38"
LARGE 39" - 44"
X-LARGE 45" - 50"
XX-LARGE 51”-56”

SMALL 26" - 31"
MEDIUM 32" - 38"
LARGE 39" - 44"
X-LARGE 45" - 50"
XX-LARGE 51”-56”

Multicam
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1.75” Mil-Spec nylon with emergency rescue / extraction hardware

 * Constructed of 1.75” Mil-spec type 13 webbing with 7,000 lb. tensile 
strength

 * Mil-spec forged steel hardware
 * Available in four sizes in Black, Olive Drab, Coyote Tan, and Multicam

 * Constructed of 1.25” belt webbing
 * Metal friction buckle
 * One size fits all, trim to size
 * Available in Black, Olive Drab, and Coyote Tan

 * Contoured side-release buckle
 * One size fits all, fully adjustable
 * Available in Black and Coyote Tan

Ideal for dress or light-duty CCW.

 * 1.5” heavy-duty nylon Scuba webbing, resin-treated to add stiffness
 * AustriAlpin COBRA® frame buckle boasts over 2000 lbs straight pull 
strength

 * Available in sizes 26" - 56", even only
 * Available in Black and Coyote Tan

Assault Rescue Belt

General Utility Belt

2” Universal Utility Belt

CO Pants Belt

ARB

GUB

WB

CPB

$49.95

$11.95

$18.95

$59.95

SMALL 26" - 31"
MEDIUM 32" - 38"
LARGE 39" - 44"
X-LARGE 45" - 50"

$55.95 - Multicam

$29.95 - 3 Pack: includes one of each color

3031

3035

$69.95

$59.95

The SIDEWINDER™ is an excellent way to round out your tactical gear 
rig. Whether you need additional capacity for pouches, or to simply 
redistribute weight from your vest to your waist, this battle belt is a great 
addition to your arsenal.

 * 1000 denier nylon construction
 * Segmented PALS panels allow user to wind belt through panel slots and 
select between MOLLE mount or belt mount

 * Suspender attachment loops
 * Padded with breathable closed-cell foam
 * Mesh spacer fabric lining provides ventilation
 * Non-slip pad helps keep belt stable
 * Velcro loops secure belt buckle in place
 * Available in Black, Coyote Tan, and Multicam
 * Proudly made in the USA

Heavy gear belt? This harness helps aleviate strain and redistributes 
weight from your battle belt to your entire upper body, allowing for greater 
mobility during operations.

 * 1000 denier nylon construction
 * Webbing loops on shoulder straps for routing / attaching gear
 * Height adjustable
 * Drag handle on back
 * Mesh spacer fabric lining provides ventilation
 * Slide buckles secure straps to belt
 * One size fits all
 * Available in Black, Coyote Tan, and Multicam
 * Proudly made in the USA

SIDEWINDERTM Adaptive MOLLE Battle Belt

Lightweight Battle Belt Harness

Weight: 7 oz

Weight: 5.5 oz

SidewinderTM Battle Belt 
not included

SMALL 26" - 31"
MEDIUM 32" - 38"
LARGE 39" - 44"
X-LARGE 45" - 50"
XX-LARGE 51”-56”
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DURATEK™ Inner Belt
MV150

MV225 | MV225CB

$19.95

$39.95

Designed to mate with the velcro lining inside Elite Survival Systems duty 
belts.

 * 1.5 inch ballistic nylon construction with bound edges
 * Velcro covered, designed to be worn underneath duty belts
 * Velcro closure

The DURATEK™ Duty Belt is constructed of 1050 Ballistic nylon with 
internal foam padding and internal stiffeners for maximum comfort and 
function. The belt is lined with velcro loop for use with our molded inner 
pant belt.

 * Constructed of padded ballistic nylon
 * Contoured side-release CopLock 3 point locking buckle
 * Optional Cobra™ quick-release buckle
 * Velcro lining mates with inner belt
 * Velcro-adjustable at both ends for size

DURATEK™ 2.25” Duty Belt

SMALL 28" - 32"
MEDIUM 34" - 38"
LARGE 40" - 44"
X-LARGE 46" - 50"

X-SMALL 20" - 24"
SMALL 26" - 30"
MEDIUM 32" - 36"
LARGE 38" - 42"
X-LARGE 44" - 48"
XX-LARGE 50" - 54"

2” Web Duty Belt
PWB

$36.95

 * Constructed of double-layered nylon webbing
 * Contoured side-release CopLock 3 point locking buckle
 * Velcro lining mates with inner belt
 * Velcro-adjustable to exact size
 * Proudly made in the USA
 * Available in black and coyote tan

SMALL 26" - 30"
MEDIUM 32" - 36"
LARGE 38" - 42"
X-LARGE 44" - 48"
XX-LARGE 50" - 54"

W/ COBRA® BUCKLE$96.95

DURATEK™ Duty Belt Pouches
All DURATEK™ products are made of laminated ballistic nylon and high 
density foam, molded to shape and have heavy-duty hardware, ensuring 
exceptional durability in the line of duty.

 * Ballistic nylon exterior with internal high density foam
 * Hidden heavy-duty snap closures
 * Easy to clean
 * Soft nylon lining protects gear
 * Fits belts up to 2.25” wide

MV120 MV170

MV425

MV171MV125 MV135

MV305MV300 MV301

MV137

MV401 MV140MV402

MV421
2 double column mags MK-IV mace canister

Silent keyring pouch

MK-III mace canister2 revolver speedloaders M3/M6 tac-light

Open-top 1 pair handcuffs1 pair handcuffs 2 pair handcuffs

Glove pouch (2 pair)

Baton - 16-21” collapsible Swivel mount radio pouchBaton - 26” collapsible

Dual flashlight ring

$29.95 $21.95

$12.95

$19.95$21.95 $19.95

$21.95$21.95 $22.95

$18.95

$18.95 $34.95$19.95

$11.95

A

A

B

B

C

C

D

D

E

E

F

F

G

G
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Belt Accessory Pouches

Velcro Accessory Pouches

Attach via belt loops and hold a variety of accessories

 * 1000 Denier nylon construction
 * Heavy-duty nylon construction
 * Velcro flap closure

Accessory pouches for your velcro attachment needs. Great for 
adding capacity and organization to many of our compatible 
products.

 * 1000 denier nylon construction
 * Hook velcro backing for attachment

BE101 Single pouch holds two 30rd 5.56 mags $29.95

BE104 Single pouch holds two 20rd 7.62 mags $29.95

BE110 Single pistol magazine pouch $19.95

BE140 Small radio pouch $26.95

BE141 Large radio pouch $28.95

BE300 Handcuff pouch, one pair $19.95

BEP90 Two 50rd FN P90 / PS90 mags $44.95

LWSS One .38 / .357 speedloader $9.95

LWDS Two .38 / .357 speedloaders $11.95

MSKL AA mini flashlight (M/ASH compatible) $10.95

FH6P Sure Fire 6P flashlight (M/ASH compatible) $10.95

FH9P Sure Fire 9P flashlight (M/ASH compatible) $10.95

HL103 Triple 5.56/7.62 mag pouch
Available in Black and Coyote Tan $36.95

HL104 45 stick mags/Mac 10 $36.95

HL105 Triple AK47 / 7.62x39 mag pouch $36.95

HL106 Two 50 rd 5.7 mag pouches $36.95

HL107 H&K UMP 45 mags $36.95

HL109 Triple pistol caliber extended / stick mag pouch $36.95

HL110 Single pistol mag pouch $15.95

HL130 Flashlight pouch $15.95

HL140 Radio pouch $22.95

HL170 MK-IV mace pouch $17.95

HL300 Handcuff pouch $22.95

PCCB | RCCB | SSCB

$14.95

 * Slides easily on to belt, fits belts up to 2.25” wide
 * Constructed of 1000 denier nylon
 * Elastic loops provide quick access to ammo
 * Available for pistol, shotgun, and rifle cartridges

Belt Slot Ammo Carrier

PCCB Six .38 / .357 pistol cartridges
RCCB Nine rifle cartridges
SSCB Six 20g / 12g shotgun shells

Folding Cartridge Carrier
PCCFB | RCCFB

$15.95

 * Constructed of ultra-durable padded ballistic nylon
 * Provides compact and secure ammo storage
 * Fit belts up to 2.25” wide
 * Velcro flap closure
 * Available for pistol and rifle cartridges

BSWS | BSWR

SBB

$14.95

$15.95

Great for keeping extra rounds close at hand...

 * Constructed of 1000 denier nylon
 * Elastic loops hold rifle or shotgun ammo
 * Velcro-wrap design for easy on / off

Universal shotgun bandolier holds 25 shells

 * Elastic loops hold 25 12 / 20 gauge shells
 * Contoured quick-release buckle
 * Adjustable, one size fits all
 * Available in Black

Butt Stock Ammo Carrier

Shotgun Ammo Belt

BSWR Nine rifle cartridges
BSWS Five shotgun shells
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Web Mag Pouches

Open-top IWB Mag Pouches 

Can be looped onto belts and are compatible with the M/ASH shoulder 
holster system. Heavy-duty nylon webbing construction.

 * Velcro flap closure
 * Available in Black

Tough nylon webbing pouches for IWB carry

 * Heavy-duty nylon webbing construction, black only
 * Designed for inside the waistband carry
 * Sturdy spring-steel clip fits over pants and belt

SINGLE POUCHES (1 MAG)

MMDPS 9mm / 40 / 45 double column $10.95

MDEPS 10mm / 45 double column $10.95

M2627S Glock 26 & 27 $10.95

DOUBLE POUCHES (2 MAGS)

MMDP 9mm / 40 double column $14.95

MMSP Large caliber single column $14.95

MMWP .380 single column $14.95

MDEP 10mm / 45 double column $14.95

MMDPXL 21 rnd extended $14.95

M2627D Glock 26 & 27 $14.95

SINGLE POUCHES (1 MAG)

OMP 9mm / 40 single column $10.95

OMPL 9mm / 40 / 45 double column, FN 5.7 $10.95

OMPS Glock 26 & 27 $10.95

DOUBLE POUCHES (2 MAGS)

DOMP 9mm / 40 / 45 single column $17.95

DOMPL 9mm / 40 / 45 double column, FN 5.7 $17.95

DOMPS Glock 26 & 27 $17.95

All Web Mag Pouches are 
compatible with the Modular 
Ambidextrous Should Holster 
system.
(See page 11)

Complete your IWB carry kit with 
the Elite Belt-Clip Holster and a 
matching IWB Mag pouch.
(See page 5)

Mix and M/ASH

Perfect Pair

AB12

AP751

BCMP-380

AP10B

This multi-purpose bag is great for a little extra storage on any trip.

 * Constructed of 1000 denier nylon with durable wrap-around handles
 * Heavy-duty zippers and hardware
 * Includes adjustable shoulder strap
 * Available in Black and Olive Drab

This durable mag pouch fits a .380 magazine and can be worn inside the 
wasitband, and threaded or clipped on to a belt.

 * Constructed of durable nylon webbing
 * Heavy-duty stitching and hardware
 * Velcro flap closure secures magazine in place
 * Fits one single stack .380 magazine
 * Spring-steel clip secures pouch inside waistband or on belt

Ammo / Accessory Bag

Pocket Organizer

Belt Clip Mag Pouch for .380

$22.95

$29.95

$12.95

11” x 6” x 5”

7" x 5" x 1"

 * Durable 1000 denier nylon body, heavy-duty zipper
 * Fits belts up to 2.25” wide
 * Available in Black

 * Durable 1000 denier nylon body, heavy-duty zipper
 * Elastic loops hold accessories in place
 * Elastic loops with non-slip backing for phone
 * Fold-out ID window with velcro loop on opposite side
 * Velcro loop patch on front
 *  Available in Black, Coyote Tan, and Wolf Gray

Accessory Pouch

$11.95 9” x 6” x 1”
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 * TACTICAL EQUIPMENT & SLINGS

PC300

MMC251

$89.95

$74.95

Low-profile, lightweight carrier includes MOLLE platform which can be 
removed when used under clothing

 * Durable, 500 denier nylon construction
 * Slim enough to be worn under clothes for low visibility
 * Hook and loop panels on front and back for attaching ID patch
 * Fits 10” x 12“ plates
 * Adjustable shoulders and sides – one size fits all
 * Elastic side straps have side-release buckles for quick on/off
 * Removable MOLLE panel (included) allows for attachment of modular 
pouches

 * Available in black, coyote tan, and multicam
 * Weight: 14 oz

Larger capacity pouch fits mask with filter cartridge canister attached

 * Durable, 1000 denier nylon construction
 * PALS webbing for adding MOLLE compatible pouches
 * Full-coverage lid with dual quick-release buckles
 * Removable belt drop strap with quick-detach buckle
 * Removable leg straps with quick-release buckles and non-slip backing 
for thigh carry

 * Dual belt loops for belt attachment
 * Reinforced back panel helps keep shape
 * Available in black and coyote tan
 * Weight: 17 oz

Lightweight Plate Carrier

Can-Ready Gas Mask Pouch
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MMC

BEP90 | MMCP90

$69.95

Tactical thigh pouches provide more capacity and easy access to extra 
magazines while clearing the belt for other gear.

 * 1000 denier nylon body, heavy-duty hardware
 * Adjustable lids with quick-release fasteners
 * Adjustable belt drop strap with quick-release buckle
 * Dual adjustable / removable leg straps with quick-release buckles
 * Available in Black

These durable pouches are specifically designed to fit two 50 round 
P90 magazines and are available in belt-mounted and drop-leg harness 
models.

 * 1000 denier nylon body, heavy-duty hardware
 * Dual flaps with velcro closure
 * Drain-hole grommets prevent moisture buildup
 * Belt-mounted (BEP90) version fits belts up to 2.25”
 * Drop-leg harness (MMCP90) sports adjustable belt drop strap and two 
removable leg straps with quick-release buckles

 * Available in Black

Tactical Drop-Leg Mag Pouches

FN P90 / PS90 Mag Pouches

MMC223 Two 30rd .223 mags
MMC9MM Three 9mm mags

BEP90 Belt-mounted $44.95

MMCP90 Drop-leg harness $59.95

MMC250

$64.95

Tactical thigh pouch provides quick access to gas mask

 * 1000 denier nylon body, heavy-duty hardware
 * Adjustable belt-drop and thigh straps with quick-release buckles
 * Padded back panel
 * Available in Black and Coyote Tan

Drop-Leg Gas Mask Pouch

SPS01 | SPS02

DOUBLE BUNGEE

SPS01

SINGLE BUNGEE

SPS02

$34.95

Designed to keep the weapon close to your body, yet allow it to be easily 
shouldered. These single-point slings are constructed of tubular nylon 
webbing with an internal bungee cord which provides minimal bounce and 
enhanced comfort and support. The slings attach quickly to the weapon 
with a MASH hook.

 * Single point tactical sling w/ quick-release buckle
 * Durable 1.25” nylon webbing construction
 * Heavy-duty MASH hook attachment w/ elastic cover
 * Quick-detach buckle leaves hook base attached to gun
 * Available in Black and Coyote Tan

Single-Point Bungee Slings

MASH hook hardware attaches 
quickly and easily with one hand.

QTS

$40.95

3-Point slings offer optimal weight distribution while keeping your weapon 
at-hand and ready. The Quick-Adapt Universal Sling kit accomodates 
multiple attachment methods with fast and easy installation and 
adjustment.

 * Adjustable sling allows optimum weapon positioning
 * Constructed of 1.25” heavy-duty nylon webbing and heavy-duty 
hardware

 * Quick-release buckle for quick on / off
 * Modular attachment system fits a variety weapons.
 * Ideal for multiple gun ownership
 * Proudly made in the USA

Quick-Adapt Universal 3-Point Tactical Sling

A

B C D
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QRS01

$29.95

Dual quick-release buckles allow this 2-point sling to detach or attach at a 
moment's notice.

 * 2-point sling constructed of 1.25” nylon webbing, heavy-duty hardware
 * Quick-release buckles at both ends
 * Pull tab for quick and easy adjustment when in position
 * Proudly made in the USA

Quickly adjust position with this simple, efficient two-point sling.

 * 2-point sling is constructed of 1” nylon webbing, heavy-duty hardware
 * Adjustable slides at both ends
 * Pull tabs and friction release buckle provide instant adjustment
 * Proudly made in the USA

Quick-Release 2-Point Tactical Sling

 * Constructed of 1.25” nylon webbing
 * Heavy-duty hardware
 * Adjustable

2-Point Weapon Slings

ARSB M-16 style tactical sling - slide adjuster at both ends $8.95

HKS H&K style tactical sling - slide adjuster & HK hook $9.95

MACS Submachine gun sling - snap-hook at both ends $10.95

5001

$49.95

Easily switch from double to single point attachment.

 * Constructed of 1.25” nylon webbing with heavy-duty hardware
 * Stainless steel HK hook attachments
 * Easily change hooks - includes both HK hooks and MASH hooks
 * Bungee section provides comfortable carry and a stable position
 * Side release buckle for quick removal
 * Fully adjustable

SHIFT 2-to-1 Point Tactical Bungee Sling

AS68 | SS68

$19.95

These 2-point slings incorporate ergonomic padding and elastic webbing 
loops to add comfort and utility.

 * Constructed of 1000 denier nylon with 1” nylon webbing
 * 1/4” closed-cell foam padding with non-slip backing
 * Designed for 1.25” swivels, comfort adjustable
 * Elastic loops hold rifle or shotgun ammo

Padded Ammo Slings

AS68 4 Rifle Cartridges
SS68 10 Shotgun Shells

5005

5010

$39.95

$39.95

Three-point slings help stabilize your weapon while firing and ease the 
fatigue of weapon carry for prolonged periods. Equipped with stainless 
steel HK hook hardware, these slings attach and detach to popular 
submachine guns with ease.

 * Constructed of 1.25” nylon webbing
 * Stainless steel HK hook attachments
 * Optional nylon strap (included) replaces rear HK hook for use on firearm 
rear sling loop

 * Side release buckle for quick removal
 * Fits HK G36, MP5, HK94, HK53, HK91, G3, HK93
 * Proudly made in the USA

3 Point HK Sling

Rapid-Tac 2-Point Sling
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Modular Vest Panel System

MVP Stock Vests

The Modular Vest Panel System allows you to choose from an array of 
options, offering more load-out customization than ever. By incorporating  
interchangeable panels, the MVP system lets you create the perfect vest 
layout for your operational needs. Choose from one of our stock models or 
select a left panel, right panel, and back panel to create your own kit.

 * Panels interchange to allow for total customization
 * Non-slip shooting surface on shoulder of each panel
 * Heavy-duty YKK zippers with quick-release buckles for added security
 * Fully adjustable in height and girth
 * Constructed of 1000 denier nylon and durable, breathable nylon mesh
 * Front panels include interior document pockets for maps, etc.
 * Hydration sleeve in back panel holds reservoirs up to 3L
 * Interior drag handle allows easy transport while fully loaded
 * Belt loops attach via snaps and velcro
 * Heavy-duty hardware and nylon webbing
 * Available in Black and Coyote Tan
 * Visit us online for the latest configurations and panel options.

MVP010103MVP030102MVP020103 MVP030101

MVP020101MVP020102 MVP010102MVP010101

MOLLE + Cross-draw holster front
MOLLE back

MOLLE + Cross-draw holster front
MOLLE back

Ammo + Cross-draw holster front
MOLLE back

Ammo + Cross-draw holster front
MOLLE back

Two (2) Ammo front
MOLLE back panel

MOLLE + Ammo front
MOLLE back

MOLLE + Ammo front
MOLLE back

Two (2) MOLLE front
MOLLE back panel

$149.95$169.95

$169.95 $149.95$124.95

PAYLOAD AMMO ADAPT

DIRECTORCOMMANDANT

EVOLVE

DRAW DRAW DRAW DRAW

MVP Panels

Assembly

Create your own kit or add flexibility to your existing vest with individual 
MVP panels.

 * Panels attach / adjust at shoulders and waist via velcro and heavy-
duty webbing straps

 * Standardized zippers and quick-release buckles ensure all MVP front 
panels are compatible

 * Swap between load-outs easily with minimal downtime
 * When your operational needs change, you can acquire a single panel 
instead of an entire vest

MVP020000 MVP000002

MVP010000 MVP000001

MVP030000 MVP000003

MVP000100

Ammo panel (User Right) Ammo panel (User Left)

MOLLE panel (User Right) MOLLE panel (User Left)

Cross-Draw Holster panel 
Left-hand draw

Shown with Hydrabond™ 3L 
Reservoir Carrier. 
(See page 29)

Cross-Draw Holster panel
Right-hand draw

Back panel w/ MOLLE + velcro

$64.95 $64.95

$39.95 $39.95

$64.95 $64.95

$49.95

DRAWDRAW

Attach each front panel to back 
panel via velcro and webbing 
straps at shoulders. Adjust for user 
height.

With front panels fully zipped, 
attach vest sides via velcro and 
webbing straps as shown. Adjust 
for a snug fit to avoid shifting of 
vest contents.

Hydration Ready
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Tactical MOLLE Pouches

 * Built-in MOLLE straps provide attachment stability and added 
convenience

 * 1000 denier nylon construction
 * Heavy-duty snaps and hardware
 * Compatible with any MOLLE/PALS modular system
 * Available in Black, Coyote Tan, Wolf Gray, and Multicam

ME101

ME110

ME215

Two (2) 30rnd .556 mags

One (1) 9mm / .45 pistol mag

12 shot shells

Four (4) 30rnd .556 mags

additional price
for multicam 
applies

Two (2) 9mm / .45 pistol mag

18 shot shells

Six (6) 30rnd .556 mags

Three (3) MP5 / 9mm stick mags

ME102

ME120

ME216

Quick-Deploy

RIFLE

PISTOL

SHOTGUN

ME103

ME109

$27.95

$19.95

$29.95

$39.95

$25.95

$59.95

$49.95

$49.95

 * Three removable shell strips hold 6 shells each
 * Quick-rip tabs provide immediate one-handed access
 * Dual stick MOLLE attachment for easy attach/detach

ME130 ME131 ME170 ME300

ME182 ME183 ME184 ME188

ME140 ME250 ME200 ME201

ME160ME210 ME212

Surefire 6p / 5.5” x 1.25” flashlight 8.5” x 1.25” flashlight MK-IV mace One (1) pair handcuffs

Two (2) 40mm grenades Three (3) 40mm grenades
One (1) smoke grenade/distraction 
device

Two (2) frag grenades

Universal radio pouch Gas mask pouch
8.5” x 6” x 2.25”
Utility pouch w/ MOLLE

3.25” x 6” x 2.25”
Utility pouch w/ MOLLE

Two (2) Narcan® spray doses
+ Gloves

7.5” x 5” medic kit pouch 6” x 5” medic kit pouch

$16.95 $22.95 $19.95 $24.95

$26.95 $39.95 $24.95 $34.95

$26.95 $39.95 $29.95 $22.95

$24.95$34.95 $49.95

 * Kit pouch detaches from MOLLE platform, 
secures via quick-release buckle

 * Quick-rip tab provides one-handed access
 * Internal elastic tie-downs keep gear organized

Quick-Deploy
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 * WEAPON CASES & RANGE BAGS

PB | PSB

Padded pistol cases fit most pistols and revolvers.

 * Durable 1000 denier nylon body with heavy-duty zippers and hardware
 * Seam-to-seam zipper allows case to open flat
 * External flat zippered pocket
 * Lockable zipper hardware
 * Multiple sizes fit variety of handguns with or without scope attachments
 * Available in Black

Standard / Scoped Pistol Cases

PMPB

Densely padded pistol cases with an external pocket for magazine storage

 * Durable 1000 denier nylon body with heavy-duty zippers and hardware
 * Large, padded exterior pocket holds extra magazines
 * Double-row elastic loops for single or double-column magazines
 * Seam-to-seam zipper allows case to open flat
 * Lockable zipper hardware
 * Available in two sizes in Black

Mag Pocket Pistol Cases

P10MPB 10.5” x 6” x 1” $32.95

P12MPB 12.5” x 8” x 1” $35.95

STANDARD PISTOL CASES

P7B 7" x 5.5" x 1" $16.95

P10B 10" x 6" x 1" $19.95

P12B 12" x 8" x 1" $24.95

SCOPED PISTOL CASES

P14SB 14" x 10" x 1" $27.95

P20SB 20" x 10" x 1" $29.95
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RB7754

7751

These Range Bags are the toughest on the market... period. High 
quality materials and unrivaled American craftsmanship ensure that these 
bags will endure decades of hard use, delivering the superior performance 
you’ve come to expect from all Elite Survival Systems® products.

 * Ultra-tough 1050 ballistic nylon body with heavy-duty zippers and 
hardware

 * Wrap-around carry handles and 2” comfort-padded shoulder strap
 * Fortified inner tote lifts out to allow quick access to your gear
 * Twin padded compartments protect firearms from scratches and 
damage

 * Modular dividers for organizing ammo and equipment
 * Removable elastic loops for magazine storage
 * Large exterior pocket plus flat zippered pocket and ID window
 * Available in 3 sizes

This popular discreet case provides compact, organized storage for four 
handguns, extra magazines and plenty of accessories. The Four Gun 
Pistol Pack is designed for efficient use of space, allowing it to carry 
more gear than bags twice its size. Perfect for a day trip to the range or 
field operations.

 * Constructed of ultra-tough 1000 denier nylon
 * Heavy-duty lockable zippers
 * Keeps gear compact, secure, and organized
 * Twin compartments w/ padded dividers, elastic loops, and accessory pockets
 * Molded, easy-grip handle for secure carry
 * Exterior ID window with cover
 * Includes D-rings and a removable shoulder strap

The Duty Transport Pack was designed for US Federal Air Marshals and 
allows you to optimize your kit for quick inspection at security checkpoints.

 * 1000 denier nylon construction, heavy-duty hardware and locking 
zippers

 * Holds holstered firearm, 3 magazines, and 1 round from the chamber
 * Accessory compartment with built-in ID window, badge holder, handcuff 
pouch, expanding baton, flashlight, and knife pouches

 * Molded, non-slip handle for secure carry
 * Removable closed cell foam padding allows user to insert armored 
panels

 * Available in Black

Elite Range BagsFour Gun Pistol Pack

Duty Transport Pack

RBB 18" x 11" x 10" 4 handguns w/ 8.5" barrels $159.95

RBBM 15" x 10" x 10" 4 handguns w/ 6" barrels $149.95

MRBB 11" x 9" x 6" 2 handguns w/ 4" barrels $89.95

$89.95

$69.95

15” x 11” x 5”

10” x 8” x 2.5”

ADPC

This compact, lockable case holds two handguns plus accessories.

 * Durable 1000 denier nylon body and heavy-duty zippers
 * Two internal gun compartments with padded dividers
 * Seam-to-seam zipper allows case to open flat
 * Center compartment with loops for spare magazines
 * Locking zipper pulls and padlock included
 * Additional external zippered flat pocket and pouch
 * Exterior ID window with cover
 * Available in Black

Deluxe Pistol Case

$39.95 12.5” x 7” x 3.25”
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9010

The Elite Survival Systems Range Roller goes beyond other bags in its 
class by providing logical functionality while giving all of the organization, 
modularity, and room you need to make the most of your range time or 
shooting trip.

 * Constructed of 1000 denier and Ballistic nylon
 * Heavy-duty zippers and hardware
 * Solid base with heavy-duty internal structure and wheels
 * Large primary compartment offers excellent organization by way of 
modular divider attachment system

 * Two identical pockets on either side of the primary compartment contain 
modular dividers and can hold up to eight pistols in all

 * Full-length exterior pocket lies flat to double as a mat and contains:
 * Six fixed pistol magazine pouches with velcro closure
 * Large accessory pouch with velcro closure
 * Two velcro-attach mesh accessory pouches
 * One additional velcro attach pouch

 * Two additional exterior pockets utilize 180° corner-to-corner zippers to 
prevent accidental spilling of contents

 * Three systems of carry:
 * Heavy-duty, retractable, wide-grip rolling handle
 * Reinforced top handle and molded hardware handle on bottom
 * Wrap-around handles join in front

 * Available in Black/Gray

Range Roller

$249.95 23” x 13” x 11”

9050

Range counter or not, the Loadout is ready to bring everything to the field.

 * 1050 denier nylon construction for maximum durability
 * Closed-cell foam padding provides superior protection for your gear
 * Laser-cut MOLLE slots on front and end pockets allow for attachment of 
accessory pouches

 * Wrap-around handles with Velcro handle-wrap closure
 * Luggage rails on bottom of bag protect contents from harsh, uneven 
surfaces, keeps base of bag clean, and adds structure

 * Removable dump pouch attaches to belt and MOLLE platform
 * Exterior water bottle pocket
 * Large, fully-padded front pocket includes the following removable 
Velcro pouches:

 * Mag pouch holds a minimum of 8 magazines
 * Eyewear pouch
 * Mesh parts pouch with Velcro flap

 * Side pocket contains removable AR mag pouch which holds 2-4 
magazines

 * Large main compartment holds at least four guns plus accessories, and 
has the following features:

 * Fully-padded lid opens fully down the back of the bag for complete 
visibility and access to the main compartment. The lid doubles as a 
gun mat and has a mesh document pocket

 * Lift-out insert has an adjustable divider and plenty of room for ammo 
and accessories

 * Pull-out pistol pouch includes a padded divider, holds at least two 
handguns, and is held in place with hook and loop

 * Interior handgun compartments on ends of bag are large enough to 
hold a full-sized handgun in each

 * Available in black and coyote tan

LOADOUT™ Range Bag

$159.95 17” x 10” x 11”

Lift out insert
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ARC

SIZE FITS

The original Assault Systems® Rifle Case was introduced in 1979 and 
quickly became the flagship product of the Assault Systems® line. We’ve 
made a few minor improvements over the years, but our rubric remains 
unchanged. The ARC still combines quality materials, unrivaled American 
craftsmanship, and intuitive design to form one of the toughest cases on 
the market. Assault Systems® cases have been known to endure decades 
of hard use. They’re anything but soft.

 * Ultra-tough 1000 denier nylon shell with 1” internal foam padding
 * Heavy-duty zippers and hardware
 * External mag pouches with velcro flap closure
 * Internal padded zipper flap runs along full length of zipper
 * Includes 2” padded shoulder strap
 * Available in Black, Coyote Tan, and select sizes in Multicam

Assault Rifle Cases

1 28" x 10.5"
H&K 94A3 9mm collapsible stock

Sterling Mk VI 9mm Carbine
Thompson detachable butt-stock

MP5 fixed stock

$104.95

2 33" x 10.5"
Colt AR15 / M16 / M4 collapsible stock, AR180 folded stock

H&K 91A3 / 93A3 / G3A3 / 33A3, G36 folding stock
Steyr AUG 20" barrel; FN FS2000; Ruger SR-556

H&K G36-19" barrel

$104.95
multicam  +$15

3 28" x 10.5"
Steyr AUG 16" barrel; Ruger Mini 14 folding stock

AK 47 folding stock; Galil folding stock
AKMS folding stock; Colt XM177E2; H&K G36-16" barrel

$104.95

4 37" x 8.5" M-1 Carbine
Ruger Carbine $104.95

5 36" x 10.5"
Colt AR15 Lightweight, M4 fixed stock

SIG 556 Classic / SWAT / Patrol, 516 Patrol / SCM
AK47; MAK90; H&K MR556A1 / MR762A1

$114.95
multicam  +$15

6 41" x 10.5"
Colt AR15 Sporter, M16 / M16A1 / M16A2

H&K 91A2 / 93A2 / 33A2 / G5 / G3A3, G36 fixed stock / SL8-1
Beretta BM62; Ruger Mini 14; Armalite AR180 / AR10

Valmet M60 / M62; FN FAL Paratrooper; Galil extended

$114.95
multicam  +$15

7 48" x 10.5"
M14

M1 Garand
Sig PE 7.5 x 55

AMT, Valmet M78

$114.95

9 45" x 10.5" AR15 style rifles with 24" barrels
FN FAL $114.95

10 36" x 10.5" H&K USC Carbine
.45 cal mag $109.95

COC

SIZE FITS

The discreet look of the Covert Operations Cases is especially useful when 
not wanting to advertise weapon transportation.

 * 1000 denier nylon, heavy-duty zippers and hardware
 * Removable 3/8” closed cell foam padding
 * 4 internal velcro tie-down straps secure weapon in place
 * Internal velcro loop panel to attach accessory pouches
 * Accommodates weapons with attached scopes
 * Removable padded divider separates magazines from weapon
 * Padded exterior accessory pocket with velcro panel for ID patch
 * 2” padded shoulder strap included
 * Internal velcro-attach magazine pouch included (specify ammo type)
 * Available in Black and select sizes of Coyote Tan

See page 36 for additional accessory pouch options

Covert Operations Cases

16 16" x 13"

MP-5K
SP89

AR15 Pistols
Weapons under 16" overall length

ships with 9mm pouch standard #HL109

$99.95

22 22" x 13"

MP-5A3
Uzi Short Barrel

AR15 Pistols
Weapons under 22" overall length

ships with 9mm pouch standard #HL109

$109.95

26 26" x 13"

MP-5SD
Uzi Carbine
AR15, AK47

Weapons under 26" overall length
ships with 9mm pouch standard #HL109

$119.95

33 33" x 13"

Colt AR15 / M16 / M4 w/ collapsible stock, AR180 w/ folded stock
H&K 91A3 / 93A3 / G3A3 / 33A3, G36 w/ folding stock
Steyr AUG w/ 20" barrel, FN FS2000, Ruger SR-556

H&K G36-19" barrel
ships with 5.56/.223 pouch standard #HL103

$139.95

36 36" x 13"
Colt AR15 Lightweight, Colt M4 Fixed Stock

SIG 556 Classic / SWAT / Patrol, SIG 516 Patrol / SCM
AK47, MAK90, H&K MR556A1 / MR762A1

ships with 5.56/.223 pouch standard #HL103

$149.95

41 41" x 13"

Colt AR15 Sporter, M16 / M16A1 / M16A2
H&K 91A2 / 93A2 / 33A2 / G5 / G3A3, H&K G36 fixed stock / SL8-1

Beretta BM62, Ruger Mini 14, Armalite AR180 / AR10
Valmet M60 / M62, FN FAL Paratrooper, Galil w/ extended stock

ships with 5.56/.223 pouch standard #HL103

$159.95

FN 28" x 13" FN P90 / PS90
Fixed magazine pouches hold four 50 round 5.7 magazines $129.95

30BP 30" x 13" IWI Tavor; Steyr AUG / A3; FN F2000, FS2000
Fixed magazine pouches hold four 5.56/.223 magazines $129.95
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8 37" x 8.5" H&K M1 entry gun w/ 14" barrel
Mossberg 590 Comp. w/ 14" barrel $104.95

10 41" x 10.5" Riot shotguns w/ 18" to 20" barrels, full stock with attached accesso-
ries $114.95

10b 41" x 8.5" Riot shotguns w/ 18" to 20" barrels, full stock $109.95

11 48" x 10.5" Hunting rifles up to 48" long w/ tall mounts, large scopes $114.95

12 52" x 10.5" Hunting rifles up to 52" long w/ tall mounts, large scopes $119.95

HR 45" x 8.5" M1A
Hunting rifles up to 45" long w/ tall mounts, large scopes $114.95

SWC

Built to the same quality standards as our Assault Rifle Cases and 
designed to fit a variety of special weapons.

 * Ultra-tough 1000 denier nylon shell with 1” internal foam padding
 * Heavy-duty zippers and hardware
 * External mag / accessory pouches with velcro flap closure
 * Internal padded zipper flap runs along full length of zipper
 * Includes 2” padded shoulder strap
 * Available in Black

Special Weapons Cases

SIZE FITS

2 22.5" x 8.5"
Uzi Short Barrel

H&K MP5A3
S&W M76

$84.95

3 22.5" x 8.5" AR15 Pistols up to 22"
H&K G36C $84.95

4 17" x 10" Olympic Arms OA93, OA96 Pistols
Similar AR15 Pistols $84.95

5 18" x 10.5" H&K UMP .40 / .45 $84.95

6 22.5" x 8.5" FN P90 $84.95

7 27" x 8.5" FN PS90 $89.95

SMGC

Assault Systems® Submachine Gun Cases are built to last and made to fit 
popular compact weapons.

 * Ultra-tough 1000 denier nylon shell with 1” internal foam padding
 * Heavy-duty zippers and hardware
 * External mag pouches with velcro flap closure
 * Internal padded zipper flap runs along full length of zipper
 * Includes 2” padded shoulder strap
 * Available in Black

Submachine Gun Cases

SIZE FITS
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UDB

ESM

$249.95

$229.95

The Ultimate Sniper Drag Bag offers superior protection and easy transport 
for your favorite sporting rifle and accessories. Its spacious, modular 
compartments let you carry everything you need, whether on a trip to the 
range or a critical field mission.

 * Constructed of 1000 denier nylon with heavy-duty zippers and hardware
 * 3/8” closed cell foam padding (removable)
 * Dual cargo pockets with internal tie-downs and MOLLE webbing
 * External webbing loops for ghillie attachment
 * Internal tool / utility pouch and cleaning rod sleeve
 * Reinforced drag handle
 * Adjustable, removable, stowable backpack straps
 * Available in black and coyote tan
 * 53” overall length

The Epsilon™ Shooting Mat features a foldable center piece with four 
modular wing inserts. This allows you to create your own custom 
layouts to use during prone shooting practice, competition shooting, or 
operational positioning. The foldable wings also allow the mat to collapse, 
forming a convenient, self-contained carrying case. Velcro and MOLLE 
panels allow for further customization while zippered pockets provide 
space for magazines and other accessories. Finally, there’s more than one 
reason to bring your shooting mat...

 * Ultra-tough 1000 denier nylon body with heavy duty zippers and 
hardware

 * Wrap-around handle and four quick-release buckles secure collapsed 
form

 * ToughTek™ non-slip surface for stable shooting in various conditions
 * Velcro loop panels hold compatible accessory pouches
 * MOLLE webbing for accessory attachment
 * Zippered accessory pocket
 * Zippered front pocket (24” x 8” x 2”)
 * Covered D-rings allow attachment of backpack or shoulder straps
 * Padded with closed-cell foam
 * Available in Black and Coyote Tan

Ultimate Sniper Drag Bag

Epsilon™ Shooting Mat

53” x 10.5” x 3.5”

36” x 14” x 3”

72” x 42” expanded

RC

SACB3

DOC43

$69.95

$169.95

These durable, padded rifle cases provide excellent protection 
and are available in sizes to accommodate rifles with or without 
scope attachments.

 * Durable 1000 denier nylon body
 * Heavy-duty zippers and 3/4” foam padding
 * Full wrap-around handles
 * Exterior flat pocket and zippered pocket
 * Seam-to-seam zipper allows case to open flat
 * Available in Black

A discreet case to hold pistol-grip shotguns.

 * Designed to hold pistol-grip style shotguns with 18” barrels
 * Durable 1000 denier nylon body with heavy-duty zippers and hardware
 * Full-length internal divider pocket
 * Exterior accessory pocket with velcro flap closure
 * Comes with 2” padded shoulder strap
 * Available in Black

The Double Agent Case holds two rifles securely and discreetly.

 * Holds two weapons; separated by internal padded divider
 * Durable 1000 denier nylon body with heavy-duty zippers and hardware
 * Seam-to-seam zipper allows case to open flat
 * Padded with closed cell foam
 * Internal tie-downs and padded sleeves keep weapons secure
 * Two zippered accessory pockets, one padded
 * Triple mag pouch on exterior holds up to 6 magazines
 * Extra wide, heavy-duty velcro wrap-around handle
 * Internal padded flap along length of zipper protects contents
 * Comes with 2” comfort padded shoulder strap
 * Available in Black and Coyote Tan
 * D-rings for attaching backpack straps

Rifle Cases

Pistol Grip Shotgun Case

Double Agent Case

31” x 7.5” x 2.5”

43” x 10” x 5”

STANDARD RIFLE CASES

RC31B 31" $39.95

RC38B 38" $44.95

RC42B 42" $49.95

RC45B 45" $52.95

RC48B 48" $56.95

RC52B 52" $59.95

SCOPED RIFLE CASES

RC45SB 45" $55.95

RC48SB 48" $58.95

RC56SB 56" $62.95

RC64SB 64” $69.95
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 * BAGS & LUGGAGE

8055

The ENVOY™ is designed to provide compact, organized storage for 
your everyday gear and is optimized for ease of access. This durable 
messenger has room for all of your essential items plus a hidden holster 
compartment for your personal defense weapon. 1000 denier nylon 
construction

 * YKK zippers and heavy-duty hardware
 * Laser cut MOLLE panel on front and sides for attaching modular pouches
 * Velcro loop panel for attaching patches
 * 1.5” swivel shoulder strap with non-slip pad
 * Heavy-duty nylon handles with convenient magnetic closure
 * Vented mesh back panel keeps user cool
 * Fully padded with closed-cell foam on bottom, ends, and all sides
 * Eyewear/document pocket on front with soft lining
 * Roomy main compartment with:

 * Three mesh pouches, one zippered
 * Fully-padded laptop compartment with retention strap
 * Two fully-padded tablet pockets
 * Several additional admin pockets plus organizer hook
 * PALS webbing for attaching MOLLE pouches

 * Dedicated laptop compartment can be accessed from the bag’s exterior, 
and has a soft lining and fully-padded sides

 * Fits up to 15” laptops, notebooks, or tablets
 * Rear-most compartment was designed for concealment and includes an 
adjustable Velcro holster

 * Available in black, coyote tan, and wolf gray

ENVOY™ EDC Concealment Messenger

$111.95 16” x 12” x 5” Weight: 2 lbs
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9001

This ultra-heavy-duty rolling gear bag was travel-tested around the world 
for more than a year during development. We wanted to ensure the M4 
Roller could endure harsh, sustained punishment and keep on rolling. 
Designed to meet the demands of metropolitan police and globe-trekkers 
alike, this enormous carry-all holds two M4 rifles plus a massive amount 
of gear.

 * Heavy-duty 1000 denier nylon w/TPE water resistant backing
 * Retractable handle with stow-away zippered compartment
 * Solid base with three heavy-duty casters
 * Structured walls and lid prevent bag collapse, allows bags to be stacked
 * Two padded, zippered compartments along bag walls hold rifles in the 
upright and ready position

 * Extra-large primary compartment with velcro lining
 * Modular internal partitions for organizing gear
 * Two large external compartments with internal velcro and MOLLE panels
 * One smaller zippered compartment near handle for quick-access
 * Multiple velcro loop panels for attaching ID patches
 * Includes removable velcro mag pouch (six .223 mags) w/ shoulder strap
 * Three heavy-load compression straps
 * Wrap-around handles on top, carry handles on both sides
 * Two transparent document sleeves on lid
 * Available in Black

M4 Roller

$399.95 35” x 16” x 12”

6001 | 6010

For years our customers have been asking for a rolling bag with the 
same quality and durability as our tough, dependable, long-lasting gear 
bags. The result - Elite Survival Systems Travel ProneTM Rolling Gear 
Bags. Available in both a carry-on and a check-bag size, the massive 
compartments and perimeter-style lids allow gear to be packed and 
organized with ease.

 * Constructed of 1000 denier and Ballistic nylon
 * Heavy-duty YKK zippers and hardware
 * Solid base with heavy-duty internal structure and wheels
 * Large main compartment with light color interior
 * Perimeter-style lid opens completely for ease of packing and organizing
 * Two identical pockets on ends of bag have a billowed interior allowing 
pockets to expand into the main compartment. Ideal for separating  
clothing, shoes, etc.

 * Side pocket is padded to protect contents
 * Flat zippered pocket near roller handle offers easy access to documents, 
identification, etc.

 * Carry handles on top, bottom, and above main compartment
 * Adjustable/collapsible roller handle
 * Identification window
 * Embroidered logo
 * Available in Black/Gray

Travel Prone™ Rolling Gear Bags

$209.95

$229.95

23” x 13” x 11”

31” x 14” x 11”

TRAVEL PRONE™ ALL-ABOARD 6001

TRAVEL PRONE™ CHECK-MATE 6010
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6040

This sizable bag provides efficient use of space and can be carried as a 
backpack or as a traditional duffle.

 * Durable 1000 denier nylon body with heavy-duty zippers and hardware
 * Spacious main compartment with full-perimeter zipper for easy packing 
and unpacking

 * Roomy side compartments zip open fully for better access to contents
 * Velcro area for ID patch
 * Zippered document pocket on top of main compartment lid
 * Heavy-duty carry handles on top and both ends
 * Reinforced heavy-duty fabric on bottom for added durability
 * Laser-cut MOLLE platform on front of bag for attaching accessory 
pouches

 * Includes 2” comfort padded shoulder strap w/ anti-twist swivel hook hardware
 * Available in Black and Coyote Tan

Travel Prone™ Tri-Carry Duffle

$159.95 25” x 14” x 10” Weight: 3.5 lbs

6020

Designed for ease of packing given limited room, the Travel ProneTM 
Toiletry Kit allows users to take advantage of that last bit of space with two 
bags in one.

 * Slim design for easy packing in travel bag
 * 420 denier nylon construction for easy cleaning and durability
 * YKK zippers and heavy-duty hardware
 * End pockets have water-proof plastic lining to help contain spills
 * Right side pocket is removable - great for separating carry-on items
 * Hanging design for ease of use and organization
 * Available in Black

Travel Prone™ Toiletry Kit

$44.95 15” x 9” x 2.5”

ETMB

This messenger bag delivers the rugged durability of our tactical soft 
cases to your home or office. Its water-resistant, padded computer sleeve 
offers superior protection for your laptop or tablet and also includes an 
adjustable holster. Plus, its solid construction and on-the-go functionality 
make this an excellent travel bag.

 * Durable 1000 denier nylon body with waterproof lining, heavy-duty 
zippers and hardware, waterproof zipper on computer compartment

 * Padded computer sleeve w/ exterior access ideal for security 
checkpoints

 * Includes adjustable, removable holster in computer compartment
 * Quick release buckles secure front flap
 * Front flap w/ accessory pockets, zippered flat pocket, MOLLE and velcro 
attachment panels, and transparent  document sleeve

 * Spacious primary compartment with internal zippered mesh pocket
 * Zippered document pocket with dual internal kangaroo pouches
 * Zippered accessory compartment with admin panel and key ring
 * Three elastic side pouches for water bottles, etc.
 * 2” comfort adjustable shoulder strap with anti-twist swivel hook 
hardware

 * Vented mesh foam segments on back panel for comfort and support
 * Molded non-slip carry handle
 * Fits up to 15” laptops, notebooks, or tablets
 * Available in Black and Coyote Tan

Elite Tactical Messenger

$149.95 18” x 14” x 6”

PCS

This heavy-duty sleeve will provide your laptop with excellent protection 
from impact and the elements. Two exterior pockets allow room for 
accessories. Includes quick-detach shoulder strap.

 * Use as a stand-alone carrying case or inside another bag for extra 
security

 * Densely padded compartment fits laptops and tablets up to 15”
 * Zippered document pocket
 * Expandable zippered accessory compartment
 * Includes detachable shoulder strap

Protective Computer Sleeve

$44.95 15” x 11.5” x 2”
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ADOB

Perfect for short day trips or as a compact carry-on.

 * Durable Ballistic nylon body with heavy-duty zippers and hardware
 * Two external zippered compartments
 * Two external flat pockets
 * Built-in ID holder
 * Includes 2” comfort padded shoulder strap with anti-twist swivel hook 
hardware

 * Available in Black

These durable flight bags make great carry-ons or overnight kits. Available 
in the three sizes.

 * Durable Ballistic nylon body with heavy-duty zippers and hardware
 * Seam-to-seam zipper allows main compartment to open flat
 * One large external zippered compartment
 * Two external flat pockets
 * Built-in ID holder
 * Includes 2” comfort padded shoulder strap with anti-twist swivel hook 
hardware

 * Available in Black

Deluxe Overnight Bag

Flight Bags

$69.95 14” x 9” x 8”

DFB 18” x 11” x 10” $69.95

DFBM 15” x 10” x 10” $65.95

DMFB 11” x 9” x 6” $55.95

ECB

IB30B

This massive duffle bag holds everything you need in one tough carry-all.

 * Durable 1000 denier nylon body with heavy-duty zippers and hardware
 * Seam-to-seam zipper with protective flap
 * Exterior zippered pocket with protective flap
 * Loop velcro panel for ID patch attachment
 * Dual adjustable compression straps secure heavy loads
 * Extra-wide, wrap-around handle
 * Non-slip, molded handles on both ends for team carry
 * Includes 2” padded shoulder strap with anti-twist swivel hook hardware
 * Available in Black

A large, durable bag for major capacity and sustained usage.

 * Durable 1000 denier nylon body with heavy-duty zippers and hardware
 * Seam-to-seam zipper with protective flap
 * Extra-wide, wrap-around handle
 * Two internal zippered pocket
 * Internal divider flap keeps items organized
 * Three large external zippered compartments plus dual tie-down straps
 * Includes two 2” comfort padded shoulder straps
 * Loop velcro panel for ID patch attachment
 * Available in Black

Elite Cargo Bag

International Bag

$109.95

$149.95

35” x 15” x 15”

34” x 16” x 14”
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PPB

PDB

DSSB

The Patrol Bag is designed to keep police and professional security gear 
organized and on hand. With plenty of room for all of your equipment, the 
Patrol Bag also makes a great emergency grab-and-go kit.

 * Durable 1000 denier nylon body with heavy-duty zippers and hardware
 * Internal, removable divider with adjustable partition
 * Reinforced lid with quick-access pockets
 * Two external zippered compartments plus radio, flashlight, and 
notebook pockets

 * External flat pocket with built in ID window
 * Includes 2” padded shoulder strap with anti-twist swivel hook hardware
 * Available in Black

This briefcase-style bag is ready to roll out with your daily-use duty gear.

 * Durable 1000 denier nylon body with heavy-duty zippers and hardware
 * Padded on the bottom and sides with 3/8” closed-cell foam
 * Eight internal pockets for organizing your duty gear or accessories
 * Two external pockets plus flashlight and baton sleeves
 * Includes 2” comfort padded shoulder strap with anti-twist swivel hook 
hardware

 * Available in Black

This bag was originally designed in cooperation with the US Secret Service 
and first used by then Vice President George H. W. Bush’s security detail. 
To this day, the Special Service Bag is one of our most popular gear bags 
among security professionals.

 * Durable Ballistic nylon body with heavy-duty zippers and hardware
 * Closed-cell foam padding on bottom and sides
 * Two internal zippered pockets, one of which is removable
 * Two external zippered compartments & pouch with velcro flap closure
 * External flat pocket and built-in ID holder
 * Includes 2” padded shoulder strap with anti-twist swivel hook hardware
 * Available in Black

Patrol Bag

Duty Bag

Special Service Bag

$99.95

$69.95

$159.95

18.5” x 12” x 7.5”

18.5” x 12.5” x 5”

20” x 11” x 13”

DGB

Our proprietary design hasn’t changed much since 1985 because it is still 
at the top of its class. These garment bags are carried by law enforcement 
agents worldwide, and they have even been known to hang in Air Force 
One.

 * Ultra-tough ballistic nylon body, heavy-duty zippers and metal hardware
 * Smooth nylon inner lining helps prevent wrinkles
 * Internal metal frame prevents unwanted collapse along the bag’s spine
 * Built-in heavy-duty metal hanging hook
 * Seam-to-seam zipper allows the bag to open flat for easy packing
 * Three external zippered pockets
 * Folds at center and secures via dual quick-release buckles
 * Low-profile zipper pulls reduce airline damage
 * Includes 2” padded shoulder strap with anti-twist swivel hook hardware
 * Available in Black

Deluxe Garment Bag

$259.95 25” x 13” x 7” folded
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 * 1000 denier nylon, double-stitched, bound edges, velcro closure
 * Multiple compartments with multi-fold picture window
 * Built to last a lifetime

 * 100% pre-shrunk cotton tee
 * S-XXL

Tri-fold Wallets

Assault Systems & Elite Survival T-shirts

$14.95 ASWB Standard tri-fold wallet
IDW Wallet with ID window
BWB ID window and badge holder

Assault Systems Olive Drab $15.95

Elite Survival Systems Black $19.95

$5.95

These high-quality patches can be attached to uniforms, packs or cases 
via velcro.

 * 3.5” x 2”
 * Velcro hook backing
 * High stitch count for quality and durability
 * Available in Full Color, Subdued (Olive), Coyote/FDE, and Black/Gray
 * Standard or Reverse orientation available

Our ID patches are constructed of woven nylon and have Velcro hook 
backing for quick attach/removal.

 * Available in 4.5” and 8”
 * Velcro hook backing
 * High stitch count for quality and durability
 * POLICE, SECURITY, and SHERIFF available

US Flag Patches

ID Patches

ID01 4.5” x 2” $5.95

ID02 8” x 2” $6.95

ID-US-102
reverse

ID-US-106
reverse

ID-US-101
standard

ID-US-105
standard

ID-US-104
reverse

ID-US-108
reverse

ID-US-103
standard

ID-US-107
standard

Full Color Subdued

Coyote / FDE Black

All products are guaranteed for life against defects in materials and labor unless otherwise stated.

Find Your Nearest Dealer

To find the location of your nearest dealer, call us toll-free at 866-340-2778 or check out our online dealer 
locator at www.elitesurvival.com.

Order Direct

Order online with your credit card at elitesurvival.com or call our sales office at 866.340.2778 or 
636.390.8360

In-stock items are typically shipped within 24 hours.

Returns

All claims of return merchandise must be made within ten days. After thirty days from the invoice date, 
incorrectly ordered merchandise or merchandise that Elite Survival Systems™ agrees to accept for return 
may be subject to a 20% restocking fee.

International Orders

All prices are listed in US dollars. International customers are responsible for all additional freight charges 
including duty and tax. Please call for a shipping quote.

Freight

Freight charges below include shipping and handling for delivery by UPS or USPS standard service within 
the United States. All shortages on shipments must be reported within ten days of receipt of goods. Express 
shipping available. Contact us for a shipping quote.

$0.00-$25.00 $5.95
$25.01-$100.00 $7.95
$100.01-$300.00 $14.95
Orders over $300 Free

Hours of operation are 8:00am to 4:30pm, Monday through Friday, US Central Standard Time. 
Props or other accessories are shown in some of our photography and are sold separately.

Order Information

ELITE SURVIVAL SYSTEMS®

310 WEST 12TH STREET
WASHINGTON, MO 63090

TOLL FREE 866.340.2778

FAX 636.390.2977

EMAIL sales@elitesurvival.com

As the manufacturer, we reserve the right to change prices, 
products, and availability with or without notice.
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1911 3"- 3.5" Barrel 8 2 2 X  X 5 5 5 3 5 2 X
4" Barrel 4 2 X  X 5 5 5 5 11 11 1 72 B  
4.5"- 5" Barrel 4 2 X  X 5 5 5 5 11 11 72 B  
6" Barrel 2    5 5 5 11 B  

    
Revolver 2" Small (J) frame 1 3 3 X  X 2 1 1 X

2.5" Small (J) frame L 3 3 X  X 2 1 1 X
3" Small (J) frame L3 3 X  X 3  
2"-3" Medium to Large frame 9    13 14  
4" Medium to Large frame 3   X 13 14 BR  
5"-6" Medium to Large frame    16 BL  
Up to 8"-8.5" Medium to Large frame    XL  

    
    

Gun Make Gun Model     
BERETTA 20, 21, 950 series, 3032 Tomcat 11 1 1L X   1 X

92, 96, 92FS, M9 5 3   X 4 4 4 3 7 12 12 1 77 BR  
92FC, 92 Centurion, 96 Centurion 5C 3   X 4 4 4 3 7 12 12 2 BR  
BU9 Nano  (size with laser shown in parentheses) 7(6L) 2 2    6 6 6 2 7 2 X
Pico 10L 1 2 X   1L X
PX4, PX4 Compact 5C 3   X 4 4 4 5 7 8 1 76 BR  
PX4 Subcompact 6 3 X  X 4 4 4 3 9 2  

    
BERSA Thunder 9/40/ 45, BP9/40 5C 3   X 4 4 4 3 7 1 BR  

Firestorm 380, Thunder 380/380 Plus/22/32 2 2 X  X 5 5 5 2 5  
    

BROWNING Pro 9 5 3   X 4 4 4 8 12 12 1 X  
    

COLT 380 Gov't, Mustang Series, Pocketlite, Pony 2 1 2 X  X 7 7 7 2 2 X
    

CZ CZ 83 3.8" 2 2 X  X 2 2 2 2 2  
CZ 75, CZ85 Compact 4", P01/P06 5C 3   X 4 4 4 3 7 12 12 2 BR  
CZ 75, CZ85 4.75" 5 3   X 4 4 4 7 12 12 1 X BL  

    
DESERT EAGLE Baby Eagle, UZI Eagle 5 3   X 4 4 4 8 12 12 1 BR  

Baby Eagle Compact, UZI Eagle Compact 5C 3   X 4 4 4 3 8 2 B  
    

DIAMONDBACK DB380, DB9 10 2 2 X   2 X
    

FN Five Seven 5   X 8 8 8 12L 77 BR  
FNP-9/40 5 3   X 4 4 4 8 12 12 X BL  
FNS 5C   X 8 8 8  
FNX 9/40/45    8 8 8 BL  

    
GLOCK 17/22/31/37 5 3   X 4 4 4 3 8 12 12 1 76 BR  

19/23/25/32/36/38 5C 3   X 4 4 4 3 8 8 2 X BR  
20/21 5 3   X 4 4 4 3 8 12 12 1 76 BR  
24/34/35/41 3    4 4 4 12XL BL  
26/27/28/33/39 6 3 X  X 4 4 4 4 9 2 BR  
29/30 5C 3   X 4 4 4 3 9 2 BR  
42 (size with laser shown in parentheses) 7(7L) 2 2(2L) X(X)  X 5 5 5 4 X
43 (size with laser shown in parentheses) 7(7L) 2 2(2L) X(X)  X 6 6 6 4 2 X

    
H&K P2000 5C 3   X 4 4 4 5 8 8 2 BR  

P30, VP9 5C 3   X 8 8 8 8 2 BR  
P30L 5   X 8 8 8 8 BR  
USP 9/40/45 4.13" 5   X 8 8 8 8 12 12 1 X BL  
USP 9/40/45 Compact 5C   X 8 8 8 5 8 12 2 BR  
USP Tactical    X BL  

    
KAHR P380 11 1 1L X   1 X

P9/40, MK9/40, K9/40, PM9/40, CM9/40/45 7 2 2 X  X 6 6 6 2 X

Visit us online for more fitting information
* "X" indicates a positive fit or size(s) available
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KEL-TEC P-3AT, P-32 11 1 1 X X  1 X
P-11 6 2 2 X  X 6 6 6 2 2 X
PF-9 7 2 2 X  X 6 6 6 2 8 X
PMR-30 8 2 X  X 5 5 5 11 11 1  

    
KIMBER Solo 10L 1 1 X X  5 5 5 1L 2 X

    
RUGER LCP, LCP Custom 11 1 1 X X  1 X

LCP w/laser 10 1 1L X   1L X
LC380, LC9 7 2 2 X  X 6 6 6 2 X
LC380 w/laser, LC9 w/laser 7L 3 2L X  X 3 X
LCR L 3 3 X  X 2 X
Mark I, II, III, and IV pistols with 5.5" barrel 12XL
SR9C/40C 5C 3   X 4 4 4 3 8 8 2 BR  
SR9/40, SR45 5 3   X 4 4 4 3 8 12 12 1 76 BR  
SR22 6 2 2 X  X 6 6 6 4 9 2 X

    
SCCY CPX, CPX2 7 2 2 X  X 6 6 6 4 7 2 X

    
SIG SAUER Mosquito 8 X  X 2  

P220, P226, P320 5 3   X 4 4 4 5 8 12 12 1 76 BL  
P224 5C   X BR  
P225, P228, P229, P245, P250, P320C 5C 3   X 4 4 4 3 8 8 2 BR  
P230, P232 2 2 X  X 2 2 2 2 2  
P238 11 X   1L  
P238 w/laser 10L 2L X   X
P239, SP2022, SP2340 5C 3   X 4 4 4 3 8 2 BR  
P290 7 2 2L X  X 2 X
P938  (size with laser shown in parentheses) 7(7L) 2 2 X X X 6 6 6 2 7 X

    
SMITH & WESSON BG380 w/laser (without laser in parentheses) 10(11) 1 2 X(X) X(X)  1L(1) X

Governor 9   X 13 13  
Sigma 9/40, M&P 9/40, most full-size autos 5 3   X 4 4 4 8 12 12 1 X BL  
Sigma 9/40 Compact, 9VE/40VE, CS9/40/45 5C 3   X 4 4 4 3 8 8 2 BR  
M&P Compact 9/40, Most compact autos 5C 3   X 4 4 4 3 8 2 BR  
M&P 22 3    8 8 8 BL  
M&P Bodyguard 380 11 1
M&P Shield 9mm/.45 6 3 2 X  X 4 4 4 3 8 2 X
M&P Shield 9mm/.45 w/LaserMax laser 6L 3 X  X 5

    
SPRINGFIELD XD Sub-compact 3" 5C 3   X 8 8 8 5 9 BR  

XD/XDM 3.8-4" 5C 3   X 8 8 8 5 BR  
XD/XDM 4.5-5.25" 5 3   X 8 8 8 X BL  
XDS 6 2 2 X  X 6 6 6 4 7 2 X

    
TAURUS 2.5-3" Judge 9   X 13  

PT111, PT145, Millennium, Concealed Carry 6 3 X  X 4 4 4 2 9  
PT22, PT25 11 1 1 X X  1 X
24/7 (3.5-4.2") 5C 3   X 4 4 4 3 8 2 BR  
PT709-Slim 7 2 2 X  X 4 4 4 X
PT738 11 1 1L X   1L X
PT92/99/100/101 5" 5 3   X 4 4 4 8 12 12 1 X BL  

    
WALTHER PK380, CCP 6 3 X  X 4 4 4 2  

PP/PPK/PPKS series 2 2 X  X 2 2 2 2 2  
PPQ 5 3   X 8 8 8 1 76 BL  
P22 7 2 X  X 4 4 4  
PPS Slim 6 3 X  X 4 4 4 3 9 2  
PPS, P5 Compact 5C 3   X 4 4 4 3 9 8 2 BR  
P5, P88, P99 5 3   X 4 4 4 8 12 12 1 76 BR  

Visit us online for more fitting information
* "X" indicates a positive fit or size(s) available
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Bivy Covers

A military-designed, top entry bivy bag in an extra large size - designed 
for fast entry and exit with maximum space for you and your equipment.

 * Constructed of Mil - Proof® 3 layer waterproof fabric, developed by Kit 
Bag of Australia

 * Inner shell made from 210T Ripstop Nylon
 * 100% waterproof and breathable
 * Special additional protective fabric coating increases the bivy's stain 
and body fluid resistant properties

 * 94.5" x 39"
 * Packs down to 11" x 5.5"
 * Fully enclosed
 * Built in mosquito net - can be zipped up or down
 * Weight - 2.65 lbs (with stuff sack)
 * Channels at each end for bivy poles (available separately)
 * Tabs all around perimeter for securing bivy
 * Includes a stuff sack
 * Heavy-duty waterproof zipper closure
 * Available in Olive Drab. Othe colors upon request

Sleeping Bags

Designed with input from active military personnel, Recon® sleeping bags 
have been at the forefront of technological innovation since 1998. These 
mummy bags are engineered to be lightweight, compact, and durable 
enough to withstand hard use during deployment. The Recon® Gen II is 
available in four temperature ratings to fit a wide range of climates and 
scenarios.

 * Teflon® coating reduces stains and offers a degree of water resistance 
on the outer shell

 * Outer top shell made from 210T Ripstop Nylon with a Teflon® finish
 * Outer bottom shell made from 210D Nylon Oxford with PU2000mm 
waterproof finish

 * Inner shell made from 210T Ripstop Nylon
 * Insulation incorporates an ultra-thin barrier of anti-bacterial pure silver 
micro fibre which also increases heat retention

 * Flat filled insulation prevents cold spots
 * Internal baffle foot is reinforced with 210D Nylon Oxford and 
PU2000mm waterproof finish to limit damage from boots

 * Central zipper with storm flap
 * PDA pocket inside
 * Internal and external hanging tabs
 * Bonded seams
 * Anti-snag zip with Velcro tab closure
 * Draw cord and barrel lock in hood
 * Shaped hood for extra comfort
 * ISO 9001:2000 compliant
 * Includes 210D Nylon Oxford spider compression sack
 * Unpacked dimensions: 87” length, 33” at shoulders, 22” at feet
 * Available in Black, Coyote Tan, and Olive Drab

2.5 lbs 12" x 7" x 7"
80g / m² Dupont ® Thermolite™ Micro insulation

Designed for operations in 41° Fahrenheit
(5° C)

$149.95

3 lbs 12.5" x 7.5" x 7.5"
100g / m² Dupont ® Thermolite™ Micro insulation

Designed for operations in 23° Fahrenheit
(-5° C)

$189.95

3.2 lbs 13" x 8" x 8"
200g / m² Dupont ® Thermolite™ Micro insulation

Designed for operations in 14° Fahrenheit
(-10° C)

$209.95

4.3 lbs 15" x 10" x 10"
300g / m² Dupont ® Thermolite™ Micro insulation

Designed for operations in -4° Fahrenheit
(-20° C)

$239.95
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